PROFESSORSHIP OF PATHOLOGY

Structural unit: Department of Pathological Anatomy and Forensic Medicine, University of Tartu

Job Summary: Research and teaching at all levels of higher education. Main research field: clinical and experimental pathology

Job description: The successful candidate is expected to build up the competent research team in the field of pathology. The principal task of Professor is the organisation of PhD studies to ensure the continuity of the speciality and to train new personnel. Modern research facilities (laboratory equipment, animal house, transgenic core centre, etc.) are available at the Biomedicum of Medical Faculty. New centre of translational medicine will be opened in 2012. Professor will participate in planning and organisation of the teaching of the subjects taught in the department, he/she will be responsible for the coordination of the research and development. Professor may teach at all levels of higher education.

See also Job descriptions of University of Tartu academic staff (Job Description - Professor.)

Work load: Full-time (40 hours per week).

Application Details: Application Deadline 15/10/2009
Job Starting Date 01/02/2010

Term of contract: 1 February 2010 through 31 January 2015

Current position holder: vacant

Salary: Salary is negotiable, up to 90 000 EEK (5700 Euros) per month. The professorship is co-financed by the European Social Fund programme DoRa.

Required qualifications: Ph.D. or other equivalent academic degree. Degree field: medical sciences. See also: requirements for the position of Professor

Required experience: A competent candidate for this position should have conducted internationally recognised research in the field of pathology and have had supervised PhD students. The candidate is expected to have performed high-level research with clear international competence and positive track in obtaining extra-mural funding. Significant peer-reviewed publications in his/her field are essential. At least 15 peer reviewed publications in internationally recognised journals and at least 50 international citations are required. The candidate must have previous experience of work as general pathologist. Candidates applying for positions entailing teaching responsibilities must present a venia legendi and provide proof of teaching experience in an establishment of higher education equivalent in scope and level to at least two years’ work in an Associate Professor’s position, including experience of supervising the work of graduate students (ideally also doctoral students).

Required language skills: The candidate's English skills must be sufficient for communication in his/her specialty.

Web site for additional job details: www.ut.ee/34777

For further information, contact: akad.sekr@ut.ee and tuuli.ruus@ut.ee; www.ut.ee/34777